
DIP CHICKS ABROAD
THE "LOCH FADA" DIVERS

Unlike the rest of you, we live in hope and offer prayers that some-
thing will go wrong with the ship' s underwater fittings. You will notice
that all of us, except our loyal officer, are forecastlemen.

Joining the ship that June day, we found that the divers, with their
obvious love for water, were also side party. Next morning, along with a

shy boy, now a Junior Seaman, we
started to sort our gear, only to
find that it was stowed in every
caboose from .the forepeak to the
electrical workshop. What we did
have looked as if it had been
brought out of `Vernon' s' museum
for the film "Above us the Waves."
So off we went around the dock-
yard with Jack Dusty, no idea of
any pattern numbers. His books
came off the `Victory.' The usual
stone wall (a Naval Pensioner)
confronted us and we returned
with only a fistful of washers. Then
one of us celebrated his birthday
in the usual sailor' s manner, and
led by the now not-so-shy boy,
and his packet of wine gums, we
demanded to see the dockyard
boss, who casually gave us nearly
all we wanted.

We managed dips at Portland,
during the work-up period, and
visited ' Vernon' as much as possi-
ble. An intended dip at Inver-
gordon for a destroyer' s anchor
was cancelled due to the missing
item being found. At Malta, al-
though the ship ran over a buoy,

not one of the many ropes or wires fouled the screws to give us an excuse
to descend the depths. So exasperated at having so little work to do, we
tried to persuade a Quarterdeckman to put a rope around one of the
screws ! But finally, in the Gulf, our lucky day came, Sunday, 6th February.

A dhow loaded with drums of scrap metal, had sunk near the Sitra
oiling jetty, Bahrein. That afternoon, the wreck was inspected. She was
lying on a sandy bottom in 20 feet of water and loaded to the gunwhales.
On Monday morning the shipping company' s boat arrived and out gear
was embarked. At Sitra the gear was transferred to a barge which had to
move to a position so that its crane could reach the submerged drums, before
work could begin. We were using gas-masks, and the natives operating the
pump were not used to this kind of work, resulting in the diver nearly
having his head blown off, or almost suffocating. The water was quite cold
and the visibility was about 25 feet. In three days we lifted 211 drums, and
thoroughly enjoyed this chance to air our professional knowledge ; besides
being driven back to Jufair in the company' s Cadillac.

After the refit, our next opportunity for diving was at Trincomalee.
The Boom Defence Officer had some moorings that needed inspecting, but
the ship' s programme would not allow us to do the job. We did two 180
feet chamber dips, however, which were very hot, and also a swim dip and
two gas-mask dips. The underwater scenery here was the best we have
seen—gaily coloured fish, a hard sandy bottom and marvellous visibility.
The one drawback was the large number of sea eggs with their long
stinging spines. It was a place where we would have loved to have been in
the water all day and every day.
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At Cochin, we met the Indian Naval Diving World, who made us very
welcome. Mr. Knapp, Q.D.D., did his best for us by picking the blackest,
muddiest hole he could find. Visibility was nil, and mud up to the thighs
made movement very difficult. The air pumped down was red-hot, so
sweat flowed freely. Most of the Indian divers had been trained in ' Vernon'
and were glad to hear news of Pompey.

We have not really had a great deal of work to do as divers, but we
have kept in training with our regular monthly dives, and though you have
not seen much of us during the commission, "don' t forget the diver" who is
always prepared for any emergency.

THE ENGINE ROOM DEPARTMENT

Almost at the end of the commission and the ship has steamed approxi-
mately 30,000 miles at_ the expense of 6,000 tons of fuel oil. In addition,
4,000 tons of fresh water have been distilled from the sea. The department
besides steaming the ship, has played its part in maintaining essential
services such as electric power, cooking and washing facilities, air-
conditioning, refrigeration and last, if by no means least, the engine of the
liberty boat.

The Engineer Officer, one Ch. E.R.A., one Ch. P.O.M.(E), five E.R.A.' s,
six P.O.M.(E)' s, five L.M.(E)' s and sixteen M(E)' s form the Division and all
have combined to make these achievements possible. The rates, of course,
are those held at the start of the commission ; congratulations to those who
later altered these figures by winning promotion and of course to the
Somali stokers who joined the ship in the Gulf and whose cheerful efforts
have helped so much. Some of the division can trace their connection with
the ship to pre-commissioning days in the Reserve Fleet ; in fact the ship' s
oldest inhabitants are E.R.A. Cordner and M(E) Dowling, who joined her
in Barry.

Commissioning time was of course a scene of organised chaos. The
M.(E)' s messdeck in particular seemed much too small to accommodate its
inhabitants, but somehow or other, everyone stowed away his gear, even if
the process was rather like the proverbial task of putting a quart into a
pint pot. At the same time, frantic efforts were going on to prepare
machinery and boilers for sea and everyone had to learn his new job in
double quick time. All went well however, the engines turned, new friends
were made and the ship was on her way.
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Having mastered the machinery, the next step was for the department
to learn to play its part in making "Loch Fada" a fighting ship. As in
football where good forwards may not win the game if the defence is weak,
so at sea ' Damage Control' is as vital as the offensive weapon. With this
in mind, imaginery fires were extinguished and imaginery leaks were
stopped until it was felt ' Abandon Ship' drill was superfluous.

The first few months spent in Home Waters soon sped by; during this
period, an unlucky mishap with a condenser caused sleepless nights and
days of work for some, but on the whole, this was a period of uneventful
`shaking - down.'

So in November, having said our fond farewells, "Loch Fada" headed
out into what was for many the ' great unknown.' Mother Nature helped
everyone to find his sea-legs by laying on a full gale in the Bay of Biscay
and it was soon found that slithering about on Engine Room or Boiler
Room footplates in an atmosphere of hot oil and steam was not the best
way of improving the appetite.

Everyone was rather surprised to find the Persian Gulf so cool in winter
ti me after having heard horrifying tales of the heat out there, in fact the
climate was ideal for sport of almost any kind. The interpart league matches
gave everyone a chance to display his skill, or lack of it, at soccer. In their
first match the M.(E)' s had great hopes of demolishing the combined Ward-
room and C.P.O.' s team, there having been an Officers' cocktail party the
previous evening. The reverse proved to be the case, though some credit for
this was undoubtedly due to the inclusion of healthy E.R.A.' s in the oppos-
ing team. In spite of a shaky start to the season, however, the M.(E)' s team
steadily improved and was just getting into its stride when the competition
ended.

During periodical visits to the old war-time base at Khor Kuwai, it
was the lot of the department to coerce the somewhat elderly distilling
plant into operation and thereby to provide fresh water for the caretaker
and his Arab coolies. Watchkeeping there at night, all alone, was quite a
nerve-racking experience. A coolie would appear, as if out of nowhere, and
silently vanish again into the darkness. Kites and other large birds would
swoop low, into the light of the shed, on ghostly wings. To ' dip' the tank
situated half-way up the hill during the ' middle,' one invariably took along
some weapon such as a piece of iron, a large stick or a wheel spanner.

The last visit to this almost deserted anchorage, gave the engine room
ratings the chance to show their skill in dismantling a diesel-generator in
readiness for it to be embarked for passage to Colombo. Amidst much
perspiration and improvisation, the job was completed, the actual embarka-
tion being left to the wiles of the seamen.

In February, the ship was officially inspected by the Senior Naval
Officer Persian Gulf and General Drills were ordered. The ensuing scenes
when the Engine-room Department were ordered to rig the Quarterdeck
Awning, will never be forgotten. The first step was to get the stanchions up
and an incredible collection of scrap-iron emerged from the Tiller Flat.
It was soon discovered that some stanchions had two legs and some had
three, and that some were not stanchions at all. Furthermore, a three-legged
one would not fit where a two-legged one was supposed to go. The scene
as everyone dashed about in a maze of canvas, rope and blocks, trying to
swap stanchions, would have done justice to a Charlie Chaplin film. How-
ever the awning was rigged eventually, even if it showed some original ideas
in its method of securing.

The first period in the Gulf ended with a prolonged dash at high-speed
from Bahrein to Mombassa, to take Archbishop Makarios to the Seychelles.
Although trouble was experienced with a bearing, the otherwise faultless
behaviour of the machinery during this trip was a tribute to the good work
put in on maintenance. Shore leave in the Seychelles, proved a most wel-
come break after eleven days at sea.

On arrival at Colombo, where the ship spent a month docking and
refitting, leave was taken by everyone in the pleasant climate and surround-
ings at Diyatalawa. There, a number of M.(E)' s took advantage of the
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opportunity to go bird-nesting as well as taking part in other pastimes. The
operation of docking the ship was not without incident, for an attempt to
fasten a ' flooding bonnet' from a punt, as the water level fell, ended with the
punt capsizing and several of the department were swimming in insanitary
water, while others were left sitting on a propellor shaft like a row of
` Aunt Sallies' until the dock was dry.

After an interesting cruise to ports on the West coast of India, the
ship arrived back in the Gulf once more. This time there was nothing
pleasant about the climate at all, and temperatures of 130 degrees Faren -
heir in the Engine Room and of 125 degrees Farenheit in the Boiler Room
had to be faced. However, the living quarters were air-conditioned which
made life tolerable. It was suggested by almost every other department that
the fact that the M.(E)' s air-conditioning was far more efficient than others
was not merely a coincidence. Be that as it may, the M.(E)' s Mess beyond
doubt was the coolest in the ship and this led to a constant stream of visitors
at all hours. It was proposed to start a toll on the use of air, 6d. for
twenty gulps or something like that, but if this scheme had come into
operation, the S.A.(V) would have been constantly in debt. Also throughout
the commission, the department had been the target of many acid comments
from users of the Drying Room, who strongly objected to having their
dhobeying sooted and, on occasions, charred as a result of back flashes
from the ship' s MODERN domestic boiler. Did they think someone was in
league with the Canteen Manager to boost his sales of *Tide' ?

A further three months cruising around the Gulf, standing by to
prevent disturbances and re-visiting numerous islands is now completed,
and the most pleasant task of steaming the ship homewards is due, bringing
at its end, the last "Finished with Main Engines" of the Commission.

RAISE STEAM WITH ALL DISPATCH
( With apologies to Rudyard Kipling)

If you can keep your head when, tired and yawning,
You' re told at once to get full watch below:

If — though you thought you had some four hours warning —
It' s been cut down to half an hour or so:

If you can don your clothes with one swift action,
And bound below like any startled hare;

Yet, having reached there, not find satisfaction
In cursing at the stoker' s anxious stare . . . .

If you can raise the stoke-hold with one bellow
To get a bloody move on with the steam

And then in accents soft and sweet and mellow
Reply discreetly to the Bridge' s scream:

If you can set the circulation moving,
And start extraction pumps; put steam on fans;

Then run the F.L. pumps (each bearing proving)
Your actions swift, yet cut and dried your plans . .

If you can keep exhaust steam shared and steady,
And pack your turbine glands without delay;

If you can get the generator ready
And, what is more, discover the E.A.;

If you can open bulkhead valves with one hand
And with the other make ejectors flow;

Then with the vacuum inches rising, run and
Connect up boilers — not too fast or slow .. .

If you can start the steering motors running,
And start the pulsing feed pump on its way :

If then, with hands that have not lost their cunning,
You try main engines — everything O.K.:

If you can do all this in half a jiffy,
Not once, but many times and think it fun-

Why then, you must be a Tiffy
In operational, small REAL
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THE MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION

This is indeed a miscellaneous Miscellaneous Division and comprises
1 officer and 20 ratings whose work consists of a variety of jobs, none the
less important in view of their miscellaneous nature and all essential to the
general well-being of the ship.

The Divisional Officer, Lieutenant N. J. Rooke, R.N., has the thankless
task of being responsible for all monetary transactions on board, besides his
numerous executive duties. By the time the ship returns to U.K., in Nov-
ember, £45,000 in pay alone, always an important consideration, will have
passed through his hands ; while the Post Office Savings Bank transactions
have resulted in £7,000 being deposited and £1,500 being withdrawn. These
are large sums, and when one considers that all transactions are performed
in many currencies — Indian, Ceylonese, Seychellois or Pakistan rupees,
Iraqi dinars, Persian rials, East African shillings or Nerwegian kroners, as
well as British £ s. d. — the work is not as easy as it might at first appear to
be.

Hillier, our Chief Writer, a wizard at answering nay queries, and House,
the Leading Writer, noted for his batting ability at cricket, work in the
Ship' s Office, in close liaison with the Divisional Officer. Besides work on
pay matters, they are always busy with reports and returns, ensuring they
are rendered to the appropriate authorities correctly and promptly, and
producing circulars on a hundred and one subjects to the various depart-
ments of the ship. The production of Daily Orders, for the benefit of the
ship' s company, with their information on daily events, is the responsibility
of House, keeping him awake in the evenings ; but it has never been known
to keep him away from his ' run ashore.'

Another two ratings are responsible for the victualling and clothing of
the ship' s company. The most important part of their work — or so many of
the sailors think — is the issuing of rum every day, and during the com-
mission, 51,840 tots will have been issued. Whilst Reed, the C.P.O. (V.),
an ex-policeman returned to the Service, compiles the weekly menus, Stim-
son, the S.A. (V.) ensures that the food is at the galley when required. He
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is often seen, at many hours of the day, struggling with large boxes, to the
consternation of the others on the ship, as he bulldozes his way through
doorways and hatches. ' Slops' have always been a headache for them and,
although great efforts were made at each Naval Base to meet the require-
ments of the ship' s company, they usually caused disappointment and
comment when they failed to produce the required item. In addition, A.B.
Ash, the Butcher, is to be found assisting these two in their work.

The Naval Stores are the responsibility of Stores Petty Officer Webb and
Stores Assistant (5) Ives, While Webb is forever filling in demand notes
and investigating why a particular article has not arrived, Ives is seated in
the store, making issues of anything from a washer to a thermometer, or
quietly carrying out his routine musters. Cleaning materials are issued every
week and during the commission, 1400 tins of bluebell. 3.5001bs. of soap,
5,0001bs. of cleaning rags and cotton waste have been issued. During the
second period in the Gulf, the Stores Office was moved piecemeal to the
Squid Deck, no doubt to avoid manuals becoming water-logged with pers-
piration and obviously to prevent the P.O. and S.A. collapsing from heat
exhaustion. They have worked hard to keep the ship fully stored, using an
incredible number of forms in the process.

The technical ratings of the Division are the Chief O.A. and 0.A. 1st
class, Tulip and Brookshaw respectively, and Northover the Shipwright
Artificer. The Ordnance Artificers have the responsibility of maintaining all
Gunnery and Asdic weapons in a state of efficiency; the results of the
shoots carried out show that the maintenance has been very sound. Tulip' s
organ playing at Church on Sundays deserves mention, so does the fact
that Brookshaw effects other repairsto the seats of the ship' s company
trousers--with equal success. `Chippy' performs numerous jobs from en-
suring that the hull of the ship remains watertight to repairing the ship' s
boats, from making Ship' s Crests to repairing water coolers. In addition,
he is very popular for the ' rabbits' he makes, while his pipe, never far from
him, emits a fragrance familiar throughout the ship,

Another two members of the Division are Butterfield, the S.B.A., and
Leading Coder (Ed.) Thorpe. Whereas Butterfield administers to the bodily
ailments, Thorpe in his capacity as schoolmaster, improves the minds of the
Junior Seamen and other examination candidates and produces a daily sheet
of World News for the benefit of the ship' s company. The S.B.A. works in
an air-conditioned Sick Bay but the Coder is less fortunate, having to teach
and do his other work such as logging the orders from Bridge to Wheelhouse
when entering and leaving harbour, in different compartments throughout
the ship: but both have achieved good results.

Last, but by no means least, are the cooks and stewards. Smith, the
Chief Cook, is in charge of the Ship' s Galley and has a staff of three Goa-
nese cooks who prepare and cook all food eaten on board. From time to
ti me, the Chief treats us to a baking of his own brand of bread, of which he
has made 6 tons during the commission. The Cooks. and the Stewards who
keep watchful eyes on the Officers. joined the ship in Ceylon and are now
anxiously waiting to see the shores of U.K., some for the first time.

Many members of the Divisions have represented the shin at various
sports, and after winning the inter-part soccer league, with the Electrical
Division, the Ship' s soccer team benefited from this wealth of talent. At one
ti me also, there were as many as six of the Division in the Cricket XL

Congratulations to all those who have been advanced, and to those who
have qualified for higher rate, during the commission. We are happy to
turn over to the new commission with the respective sections all running
smoothly and with all our many teething troubles, which beset us at the
beginning, ironed out.
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SUSPENSE
Every second is a lifetime,
The clock is watched with breath abated,
Soon the voice will sound quite clearly,
Telling all what they' ve awaited.
Can they stay a little longer?
Can their minds all stand the test?
Only time will give the answer,
But they all will do their best.
Now the hour is nearly on them,
Sweat on every furrowed brow,
They could flee but sit immobile,
Knowing they must face it now.
The music swells to a crescendo,
At their friends in fear they stare,
Blank expressions leave their faces,
"Loch Fada" quiz is on the air.

THE ELECTRICAL DIVISION

The Electrical Division is divided into two main groups, one section
responsible for the general electrics and a smaller section responsible for the
Radio and Radar installations.

In small ships, electricity is playing an ever-increasing part in the com-
fort of the ship' s company and in the new weapon equipment being crammed
into every available space. It affects everyone in the ship in some form or
other throughout their working or leisure hours ; its presence in these many
forms, through constant familiarity, is largely taken for granted until it
ceases to be available and then only is its convenience realised.

The electrical equipment of the ship includes three generators, develop-
ing 350 kilowatts of power, enough electricity to light 3,000 sixty watt lamps
and 180 electric fires (lighting and ' heating for a small village), numerous
other machines providing power to the Asdics and. Gunnery equipment,
several wireless transmitters and receivers and two radar sets, Navigational
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aids are also carried, in addition to pumps, batteries for emergency supplies,
ventilation fans, electric fires, air conditioning equipment and over 1,000
electric light fittings.

On commissioning, the staff to maintain this equipment consisted of one
officer and twelve ratings—small but efficient. Several of the ratings have
been rated up since then, but the staff has been depleted by R.E.A. Torvel
returning to U.K. to join a course for Branch rank and L.E.M. Brine, a
casualty of the football field, sent home for a knee operation.

In addition to the frequent operation of renewing the odd fuses, which
a surprisingly large number of people think is the sole occupation of the
Electrical rating, there is quite a fantastic amount of routines and tests to be
carried out on each individual machine or piece of equipment in the ship.
As an example, it is one !nail' s job to carry out daily, weekly and monthly
routines on over a hundred fans, varying in size from large engine room
supply fans to small table fans, and yet still be available for assisting in any
major or rush job in another section. Another aspect of the Department
is the constant flow of reports and returns which have to be compiled and
rendered enabling experiments to be carried out to improve the designs of
new and existing equipment.

The working up period at Portland brought to light enough weaknesses
in equipment — the Asdics in particular — to show that, for the most part,
electronic gear does not take kindly to the inactivity of being layed up in
the Reserve Fleet. Consequently, a great deal of work, by day and night,
was required to ensure that everything worked correctly during exercises.
Whilst with the Home Fleet, steady maintenance was begun and the depart-
ment became familiar with such exercises as ' replenishment at sea' and
Damage Control. After a further visit to Portsmouth Dockyard where
additional stores and spare gear were embarked, leave was given and "Loch
Fada"' headed for the Persian Gulf.

The passage out proved to be very uncomfortable for Malin, our junior
rating, but the keen photographers in the Division could be seen at all times
with their cameras at the ready. (EM. Bodenham is now the ship' s photo-
grapher.) After passing through the Suez Canel the temperature steadily
increased, giving us a foretaste of the heat to come later in the commission
and the air conditioning was put into action which meant another set of
routines to be added to the daily log. The equipment had behaved itself
quite well during this period, with the exception of one of the large engine-
room supply fans, which had to be stripped down and a new armature
fitted.

During one of the many cruises while in the Gulf, a visit was made to
Khor Kuwai where the task of dismantling a diesel generator and embark-
ing it piecemeal was successfully undertaken. Then after a trip to the Sey-
chelles, a really memorable occasion, the ship arrived at Colombo for a self
refit, and whilst in dock everyone enjoyed a few days relaxation at the rest
camp up in the hills. There the Electrical Department were introduced to
different routines--playing golf and cycling — which they appeared to enjoy
more than the ones carried out on board, Those days were a welcome
from the humidity encountered on the coast and the idea of sleeping under
two blankets once more was a distinct novelty.

At Trincomalee, the next port of call, sport was the predominant
pastime and of course the floodlighting of the ship by the department needs
mention because "Loch Fada" was a most impressive sight after sunset. Fan
and other defects kept us busy during the day with S.P.D.C., the organisa-
tion which replaces defective equipment, in the vicinity ; spare armatures
were being despatched and received by the routine truck with the regularity
of the morning mail.

The Radar installations in the meanwhile, had been carefully over-
hauled, in view of the ship taking part in the Monte Bello Atomic Tests,
but these having been cancelled, "Loch Fada" returned to the Persian Gulf,
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COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

with its still higher temperatures, by way of a cruise along the coast of
India and Pakistan. We were catching up on the routines by now, so life on
board was less hectic, whilst the hospitality extended to everyone ashore
made the cruise very enjoyable.

More cruises in the Gulf again, renewing old acquaintances, and then a
bearing failure in one of the turbo-generators during one of the many visits
to Bahrein. The deck temperature was then around 115 degrees, but at the
cost of considerable perspiration and a little bad language, a new bearing
was fitted by E.A. Cathie, in three days working during the forenoons and
in the evenings, when it was much cooler.

The showing of films every evening and the care and maintenance of
the projector has also been the function of trained operators from the
Department. These two ratings, E.A. Kellow and L.E.M. Harris, have been
the targets of many ribald comments from the audiences but only on one
occasion, out of a total of approximately 300 performances, has the pro-
gramme had to be abandoned. This speaks highly of the care taken, con-
sidering the projector and associated equipment has had to be transported
to and from numerous compartments in the ship with monotonous regularity.

Although the emphasis has been on work, the Division has acquitted
itself extremely well in all forms of sport throughout the commission, winn-
ing the inter-part soccer league with the assistance of the Miscellaneous
Division, and reaching the final of the tug-of-war competition (credit for
this goes to Electrician Freer for his splendid coaching).

Now everyone awaits the day when "Loch Fada" returns to Portsmouth,
berths alongside and is supplied for the last time this commission with
Shore Power.

The advanced commissioning party of the Communication Branch
joined the ship in Portsmouth Dockyard on 14th June, 1955. The dejected
looks of the party as they came over the brow, were due to the fact that
the ship did not look anything like the polished ' ready to go' vessel that
had been described to them by the Yeoman and P.O. Tel. Instead, "Loch
Fada" had suffered a year in reserve and rather looked the worse for wear.
We had to start from scratch to get her on top line again. On 21st June, the
remainder of our staff joined, bringing our complement to full scale. The
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V.S. department consisted of one Yeoman of Signals, one Leading Sig.,
one Sig., and three Ord. Sigs. On the W/T side, we had one P.O. Tel., one
Leading Tel., two Tels., one Ord. Tel., one Junior Tel., and two Boy Tels.
Under the direction of the Navigating Officer, who is also the Ship' s com-
munication officer, and Communications Divisional Officer, we achieved a
reasonable state of efficiency in time to join the Portland Local Flotilla
for the ship' s work up.

During the three weeks at Portland we held our own with the other
ships both in communication exercises and in exercises at sea. Thus with
favourable comments from Captain in Charge, Portland, we passed from the
work up stage and sailed to Portsmouth for a spot of leave. At this time
we were sorry to lose Leading Tel. Morison, who was discharged to hospital
and Leading Tel. Wenban was welcomed as his relief.

We sailed to Invergordon to join other units of the Home Fleet, and
well remember the success of the communication exercise carried out with
them. Other than a good reputation, the only things left behind there, were
the safe keys that one of our Ord. Sigs. ' lost' over the side.

The next episode of interest to the Communicators came when we
sailed south to Portland to join forces with ships of our own, the French
and Dutch Navies, to carry out convoy exercise ' Tiderip' in the English
Channel. As Escort Force Commander and as Commander of a Task Group,
we learned the finer arts of controlling convoy communications and man-
oeuvres. The exercise proved a great success and of deep interest to our
staff who seemed to enjoy the activity in spite of the work involved.

We returned to Portsmouth to embark C. in C. Home Fleet' s com-
munication staff for passage to Oslo. At Oslo the Yeoman made a name
for himself as a matchmaker by introducing one of the Boy Tels. to a young
lady visitor and this romance lasted for some time after we had left. On
leaving Oslo, we joined with ships of the Norwegian and other N.A.T.O.
country navies, to carry out various exercises in the North Sea, and the
communications during these exercises showed the progress we had made.

Two members of the V .S. Staff were absentees when the ship sailed
from the U.K., one being sick on shore - he rejoined the ship at Malta—and
the other who rarely knew what he wanted to do next, decided to leave us
for good, presumably to join the Canadian Mounted Police, Paratroopers
or the New Zealand Navy, according to his whim at the time. He is still
a blank on the V .S. organisation board and the object of disgust by the
remainder of the staff who have been in three watches for leave ever since.

In Malta, daily communication exercises were carried out with the
Mediterranean Fleet and once again "Loch Fada" won a good reputation
for herself, making it evident that the junior members of our staff were
gaining knowledge and experience very fast.

On passage through the Suez Canal, we passed "Flamingo" whom we
were to relieve, and with the usual remarks being passed between the two
ships, the Yeoman managed to arrange for her paying-off pennant to be
sent out to us in the Gulf. This pennant, with a few adjustments will be
flown by "Loch Fada" on the passage home.

At last we were in the Persian Gulf, where most of the time was spent
visiting obscure places and we still wonder how our Navigating Officer
managed to find them on the chart. On occasions, the sea bed was only a
few feet beneath the keel, but efficiency won the day and the signal for a
vessel aground, always kept handy, never had to he hoisted. (It was about
this time that from behind a piece of red ' Cotton Waste' came a bashful
grin; it was the Yeoman in the first stages of growing a beard). One place
worthy of mention is Kuwait, where the hospitality of the people was so
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